


Horatio - Genius for Hire: Within minutes of crashing into
our world from a different universe (due to a calamitous
trans-hyper velocity incident) Horatio quickly became
embroiled in a desperate bid to save Planet Earth from
imminent destruction! By using his mega-normous
intellect, wild untampered imagination and a few high risk
manoeuvres, he was able to prevent a planet smashing
catastrophe.

...and now he is a ‘Genius for Hire’!

Magic Marlon is six. He lives with his mum and
dad above his dad's shop in Gigglesworth. It is a
mending shop and Marlon's dad Melvin mends
things, but not with glue or nails or screws, he
uses magic! ...It’s magic mending in a whizz!

Format: 52 x 7 mins | 4 to 6 years Coming soon to

Format: 52 x 11 mins | 6 to 9 years

Format: 26 x 22 mins | 9 to 12 years

Herogliffix: a comedy adventure about three modern day
teens whose DNA is ALMOST compatible with some
ancient alien super high-tech suits designed to combat an
ancient Egyptian evil from outer space! Alien suits?
Affirmative. They happen to be designed in the days of the
Pharaohs to combat interstellar bad guys who were a lot
more prevalent in those days!

Daisy & Ollie: What? Why? How? Young
children are full of intriguing questions. This
series will endeavour to answer them in a fun
and interesting way, encouraging the audience
to be curious and discover the world around
them.

Format: 52 x 7 mins | 4 to 6 years

Blib-Blabs: Meet three friends who live on Blib-Blab
Blanket along with lots of other fun characters. Ikkelme is
English speaking and she shares her funny shaped house
with Rolleo and Bernard Wormy Thing who is ...a wormy
thing! Bernard doesn't speak English but he really wants to
learn. With the help of Ikkelme and our English speaking
narrator, it really is easy to learn with the Blib-Blabs!

Format: E-book | Webisodes | 3 to 6 years | Potential for full series 52 x 7mins

Pip Ahoy! brings laughter and entertainment into every
home with its mixture of the familiar and extraordinary. In
each episode we join Pip and his friends on a voyage of
discovery and excitement. Airing on Milkshake! and
Cartoonito in the UK 7 days a week, Pip Ahoy! is already
proving a pre-school favourite delivering strong ratings,
and a supporting merchandising programme with Master
Toy, Apparel and Publishing in place.

Format: 52 x 11 mins, 22 min Winter Special | New 26 x 11 mins | 4 to 6 years 


